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The use of a matrix to represent a relationship between the members of a 
group is well known in sociometry. If this matrix is raised to a certain power, 
the elements appearing give the total number of connecting paths between 
each pair of members. In general, some of these paths will be redundant. 
Methods of finding the number of such redundant paths have been developed 
for three- and four-step chains by Lucc and Ferry (3) and Katz (2), respec- 
tively. We have derived formulas for the number of redundant paths of five 
and six steps; and in addition, an algorithm for determining the number of 
redundant paths of any given length. 
1. lniroduction 
The problem of redundant  paths  in communication matrices has been 
open for some time. Solutions for the third and fourth powers of the matr ix  
have been published by  Luce and Perry (3) and Ka tz  (2). 
A method is presented by  which the number  of redundant  paths in 
any  power of the matr ix  may  be calculated. By this method,  the matr ix  
of redundant  pa ths  is expressed in terms of the given matr ix  and some 
matr ix  operations. In  addition to applying this procedure to three- and four- 
step redundant  paths,  we have derived formulas for the cases of five- and 
six-step redundant  paths. The  method is an elementary application of a well, 
known ident i ty  involving combinations to a part i t ion function which is 
appropr ia te  for this problem. Numerical  examples are given to il lustrate 
the use of each formula. 
2. Redundant Paths and Partitions 
2.1. Redundant Paths. In  a group of n people (denoted by  the letters 
i, j, k, . . . )  a one-step path exists between i and j if i communicates  with j .  
A pa th  f rom i to j is a sequence of steps beginning with i and ending with j ,  
i ~ j .  For example, ikj is a two-step pa th  from i to j;  iklkj is a four-step 
pa th  from i to j;  etc. A redundant path is a pa th  in which at  least one letter 
(person) occurs more than  once, as in the pa ths  iklkj, ikij, ijifij, and iklklj. 
Let  the n X n matr ix  M represent the communication pat tern  of the partic- 
ular group under consideration, in which the i ,j  entry  is 1 if i communicates  




with j and 0 otherwise. I t  is assumed tha t  no individual communicates 
with himself and therefore the main diagonal of the matrix consists only of 
zeros. As pointed out by Festinger (1), the sth power of the matrix M has 
as its i, j entry the total  number of s-step paths (both redundant and non- 
redundant) from i to j.  
Let  R, denote the matrix whose i , j  entry is the number of redundant 
s-step paths from i to j. Obviously, the i , j  entry of R, for i ~ j is a non: 
negative integer which is not greater than the corresponding entry of M' :  
I t  is also obvious tha t  R° = M" except possibly on the main diagonal for 
all s___> n since any  path  involving more than n - 1 steps and drawn from 
n letters, must  contain at  least one letter more than  once. 
2.2. Parlitions. A particular kind of partition is useful in the consideration 
of redundant  paths; namely, the number of ways in which the positive 
integer s can be written as the sum of three integers, such tha t  the first and 
third are non-negative but  not both zero, the second is greater than  one, 
and the order of the summands is significant. Let s = sl + s2 + s3 be such 
a partition of s. A redundant path  from i to j is said to satisfy this partit ion 
if the number of steps from the initial i to any of the places in which a re- 
peated letter occurs other than its last appearance, is sl ; the number of 
steps from this appearance of the repeated letter to a later appearance is 
s2 ; and the number of steps from this second appearance to the terminal j 
is sa. Thus all the partitions of 3 are: 
3 = 0 + 2 + 1 ,  
3 = 1 + 2 + 0 .  
For example, the redundant path ikij satisfies the partition 0 + 2 + 1 in 
tha t  the number of steps from the first letter to the repeated letter is 0, the 
number of steps from the repeated letter to its second appearance is 2, and 
the number of remaining steps to the last letter is 1. 
Some redundant paths satisfy more than one partition. Thus ijij satisfies 
0 + 2 + 1 when i is considered as the repeated letter and 1 + 2 + 0 when 
j is so considered. Also two partitions of s may be inconsistent in the sense 
tha t  there is no path satisfying both of them. 
We conclude this section with two obvious remarks regarding these 
partitions which will be used below. 
Remark 1: The maximum number of partitions which are satisfied by a 
redundant  s-step path is* 
2C s + l  , 
*The notation |x] used in the following formula is defined as usual by: Ix] = the 
largest integer which is not greater than x. Also C(n,r) denotes the number of combinations 
of n objects taken r at a time. 
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Proof: If s is odd, the redundant path with the greatest number of partitions 
is ijij • .. ij. The number of partitions in which i is considered as the repeated 
J ~  
letter is C(~-~ --~, 2 ) s ince  there are s d - 1  letters (including multiplicity) 
half of which are i and these are combined two at  a time. Obviously the 
corresponding number of partitions considering j as repeated is the same. 
F ~  
number is 2 C ( ~  -fl-, 2) when s is odd. Hence the maximum 
If s is even, each redundant path  with the greatest number of partitions 
is of the form ijij . . .  k . . .  ij with exactly one letter k. In such a path, s/2 
of the letters are i and s/2 are j. Hence the maximum number of partitions 
is as above 2C(s/2, 2). But  when s is even, ~ = ~ . 
Therefore regardless of the parity of s, the maximum number of partitions 
is 2C([S--~--~l, 2). 
Remark 2: The number of partitions of s is C(s,2) - 1. 
Proof: Clearly the number of partitions of s as defined above is the number 
of partitions of s or less into two summands such tha t  the first is non-negative 
and the second is greater than one but less than s, in which the order of 
summands is significant. For 0 -t- s -b 0 is not a partitiort of s according to 
our definition. 
When the second summand is s -- 1 there are two possible first sum- 
mands, namely 0 and 1. As the second summand decreases by one, the 
number of possible first summands increases by one, etc. Therefore the 
number of partitions of s is 2 -4- " '"  d- (s - 1) which is well known to equal 
C ( s , 2 )  - 1 .  
3. Procedure for Counting Each Redundant Palh Exactly Once 
We wish to find for each i , j  and each s the number of redundant paths 
from i to j. The number of redundant s-step paths from i to j satisfying 
each partition of s may be readily expressed in terms of the given matrix. 
However, the sum of these partitions may be more than the total number 
of redundant  paths since a path may  satisfy more than one partition. This 
difficulty can be handled by the use of the following identity involving 
combinations: 
1 = C(r,1) - C(r,2) -4- C(r,3) - C(r,4) d- " '"  d- (-1) '+'C(r,r) 
-= ~ (--1)k+'C(r,k), 
whose validity for any  positive integer r is implied at  once by the binomial 
theorem and the fact that  (1 - 1)" = 0. 
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For if the total number of redundant paths from i to j is W ,  , the 
value of W ,  can be determined as follows. 
Let  (i) f l ,  f2 ,  " ' "  , f~ be the set of all partitions of s ('q = C(s,2) - 1 
by Remark 2), 
(ii) a. be the number of paths s.ttisfying f . ,  
(iii) AI = ~ a~, 
(iv) a~., be the number of paths satisfying both fz and f , ,  x ~ y, 
(v) A2 = 
z . y a l  
$ < y  
and in general 
(vi) a ... . . .  . ..... be the number of paths simultaneously satisfying 
all the partitions f~, ,  f~.. - " ,  f~, , and 
(vii) A, -- ~ ]  a . . . . . .  . . . . ,  
f o r e a c h t f r o m l t o u = 2 C ( [ ~ - ! l ,  2 ) (byRemark l ) .  
Then it follows from the combinatorial identity above tha t  
= ( - 1 )  A . .  (1) W .  AI - A2 + A~ . . . .  -b 1+. 
Let R~ *) be the matrix whose i,j entry is A, . Then (1) can be expressed 
as a matrix equation which yields R. , the matrix of redundant  s-step paths 
whose i,j entry is W,. , namely: 
R.  = BY'  - -  R 7  + R.'" . . . .  + °, 
(2) 
= ~ ( -1) '+'R~ '). 
t - -1 
4. Redundant Paths of Three and Four Steps 
4.I. Notation. Throughout this subsection, let A,B be n X n matrices whose 
i,j entries are a ,  , b , ,  respectively. 
This is also expressible by A = II a ,  II, B = I Ib ,  II- 
The usual definitions of matrix addition, A -t- B; matrix subtraction, 
A - B; multiplication of matrix A by scalar c, cA; ordinary multiplication 
of matrices, A .B; and the transpose of matrix A, A', are assumed and are 
given in detail in Weiss (4). Two other operations will also be required: 
(1) Elementwise matrix multiplication A X B:* 
A X B = ][a,b, ll. 
*Elementwise matrix multiplication is due to ttadamard, as mentioned in Paul R. 
Halmos~ Finite Dimensional Vector Spaces, Princeton University Press, 1942. 
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(2) The diagonal operator d(A) : 
d(A) is the matrix whose principal diagonal is tha t  of A and whose 
remaining entries are zeros. 
Referring specifically now to the given communication matrix M, we 
introduce the notation S = M X M' = the matrix of mutual  communica- 
tions in the group. 
Using the notation just introduced, we shall next express R. in terms 
of the given matrix M for s = 3 and s = 4. 
4.2. Derivation of R3 By equation (2), R3 Ra (1~ ~(2) 
The admissible partitions of 3 are f ,  : 1 -5 2 -5 0, and f2 : 0 -5 2 -5 1. 
The matrices of all 3-step paths satisfying f ,  and f2 are M . d ( M  2) and 
d(M 2) .M,  respectively. Therefore R(a 1~ = M .  d (M ~) -5 d (M 2) .M. 
The matrix of all 3-step paths satisfying both f ,  and f2 is M X M'.  
Therefore R3 (~) = M X M'  = S. Hence 
R3 = [U • d(M:) -5 d (M ~) • M] - S. (3) 
This is the same formula as obtained by Luce and Perry (3), but  the 
notation is different. 
4.3. Derivation of R4.  By equation (2) again, R, = R, (*~ - R, (~). The parti- 
tions of 4 are: 
f ,  : 130 (here 130 is an abbreviation of the parti t ion 4 = 1 -5 3 -5 0), 
f= : 031, f3 : 220, f~ : 022, f5 : 121. 
The following table lists these five partitions, with the most general 
path from i to j satisfying each and the matrix whose i , j  entry is the number 
of such paths. 
T A B L E  1 
Par t i t ion  fl  f~ J3 I4 fl 
General  P a t h  i jk l j  ik l i j  ik j l j  iki l j  ik lk j  
Matr ix  M" d ( M  a) d(Ma) • M M ~" d ( M 9  d ( M ' )  • M 2 M"  d(M2) • M 
We show how the matrix associated with f l  is found. This matrix will 
have as its i , j  entry the product m, imi~m~zm, where M = II m ,  I[ and 
each repeated index other than i and j is understood to be summed from 
1 to n. But  the matrix whose entries are rni~m~m, is d(M3). Therefore the 
desired matrix is M.d(M3) .  The other matrices are derived similarly. Thus 
R, (1) = [ M . d ( M  3) + d ( M  a) . M ] +  [M s • d(M 2) + d ( U  2) • i 2] 
+ M . d ( M  2) . M.  
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The consideration of the notion of inconsistent paths mentioned in 
Section 2.2 is now relevant. As previously stated, two partitions are called 
consistent if the existence of a path satisfying both is possible, and incon- 
sistent otherwise. To illustrate consistency of two of the partitions of 4, 
consider f~ and f2 • The most general paths satisfying f~ and f2 are i j k l j  
and i k l i j ,  respectively. Hence the most general path satisfying both f ,  and 
f2 is i j k i j  and such paths may exist. 
To illustrate inconsistency consider f~ and f3 • The most general path 
satisfying f3 is i k j l j .  Hence the most general path satisfying both f~ and f ,  
is i j j l j  and no such path can exist since d ( M )  = O. 
Another way in which two partitions may be inconsistent is illustrated 
by f3 and f4 • A path satisfying both of these partitions would have to ex- 
hibit both i and j in exactly the same position in the path. 
To find R, (2~ we construct a consistency table for these five partitions. 
In this table, 1 denotes consistency; 0 inconsistency. 
Proceeding as in these illustrations, the consistency table is: 
]f 
2 f ~  f4 .f~ 
)T 1.. 0 1---O 
f~ I 1 o o 
f3 I ~0_Q_ 1 
f~ l l  
The following table lists those vairs of partitions which are consistent, 
with the most general path from i to j satisfying each pair and the matrix 
whose i , j  entry is the number of such p~ths. 
TABLE 2 
Partitions fl~f~ fi,f4 f2,fs f~,fs f4,f6 
General Path ijkij ijikj ikjij ikjkj ikikj 
Matrix M X M 2' S X M ~ S X M 2 M ' S  S . M  
The matrix associated with the pair f~ , f~ has as its i , j  entry the product 
m ~ i m i k m k ~ m ,  . But since each m~i is 0 or 1, m~im~i = m ~  . We thus seek 
the matrix whose i , j  entry is m~imi~mk~ . But m i ~ m ~  is the i , j  entry of M 2" 
(the transpose of M2). Therefore the desired matrix is M X M 2'. 
The matrix associated with the pair f4,  fs has as its i , j  entry the product 
m~kmk~m,kmki which equals m ~ m k , m k l  . But m~kmk~ is the ifl entry of S, 
ms; is the k , j  ent~T of M and summation is understood with respect to A-. 
Therefore the desired matrix is S.M. 
All other derivations of matrices associated with consistent sets of parti- 
tions are similar and will be omitted. 
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T h u s  
R~ 2) = M × M  v + S ×  M 2 + S  X M 2 +  [M • S +  S -  M].  
But R~ = R~ l) - R4 (~). Hence 
R, = [M • d(U 3) + d ( i  3) • M] + [M ~ • d (M 2) + d (M 2) • M ~] (4) 
+ M . d ( i  ~) . M - M X M v - 2S  × M 2 -  [M . S T S . M].  
The computation of these matrix formulas is considerably simplified by 
utilizing the following notion of duality: If a + b + c is a partition of s, 
its dual is the partition c + b + a. Thus in the partitions of 4, f l  and f~ 
are duals, fs and f~ are duals, and f5 is self-dual. Since the dual of a partition 
is obtained by writing it in reverse order, there is a "reverse order" pro- 
cedure for determining the matrix associated with the dual of a partition 
from the matrix associated with the partition itself, namely reverse the order 
of ordinary matrix multiplication (.) wherever it occurs and leave all other 
operations unchanged. The reason for this is that the general path corre- 
sponding to the dual of a partition is obtained from the original path by 
interchanging the letters i and j and then reading the original path back- 
wards. Thus, in the formula for R4 (2~, since the partitions fs and f4 are dual, 
and f8 is self-dual, the consistent pairs fs , f5 and f4,f5 are dual. The duality 
of the general paths and matrix formulas may be seen by reference to these 
partition pairs in Table 2. 
In formulas (3) and (4), those terms which are duals of each other are 
enclosed in brackets. 
5. Redundant  Paths  of Five and S i x  Steps 
5.1. Derivation of R 5 .  
The partitions of 5 are 
fl : 140 f~ : 041 
f3 : 230 f4 : 032 
f~ : 320 f6 : 023 
f7 : 122 fs : 221 
f9 : 131 
As in the preceding section, consistency tables are constructed for these 
nine partitions taken 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 at a time. (By Remark 1 of Section 2, 
6 is the greatest possible number of simultaneously consistent partitions of 
5.) Also as above, the matrices corresponding to the appropriate general 
paths are found and substituted into the formula (the special case of equation 
(2) for s = 5), 
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R~ ~c~) ~)(2) ~¢3) ~(4~ ~{~) ~)c6) the terms of which are: 
R~" = [M . d ( M  ~) + d (M' )  • M]  + [M ~ . d ( M  3) + d ( M  ~) • M 2] 
+ [M 3 • 4 ( M  2) + d ( M  s) . M  "~] + [ M .  d ( M  ~) • M s 
+ M 2 .  d ( M  2) • M]  + M .  d(M a) • M, 
R~ (2' = 3[M • d(m2) 2 + d(M2) 2 • M] + [M • d ( M  • d ( M  ~) • M )  
+ d ( M .  d ( M  2) . m )  . M ] + 2 [ M .  ( S ×  M 2) + (S × M 2) • 21/] 
+ [M . ( M  × M v)  + ( M  × M ~') . M]  + [M s . S + S . M ~] 
+ M  × M s' + 2 M  X M 2 × M 2 ' +  2M s X S 
+ M '  )< M s X M ~ + d ( M  s) • m . d ( M  2) + M . S . M ,  
R(s a' = 6[d(M 2) • S +  S .  d ( M S ) ] + 3 [ M  • d ( M  s) + d (M s) • M]  
+ [ M . d ( M 2 )  s + d ( M ~ )  s . M ] + M  2 > ( M ' + 3 M X  S 2, 
R~ 4' = 9 S + 2 [ S .  d ( M  2) + d (M 2) • S] + [M . d ( M  2) + d ( M  s) • M],  
R(~ 5) = 6S,  and 
R~ ~) = S. 
Combining these terms, we get 





• d ( M  ~) + d ( M  ~) • M]  + [M ~ .  d ( M  3) + d ( M  s) • M ~] 
[M s • d(M 2)-{- d (M 2) • M s] + [ M .  d(M 2) • M 2 
M 2 . d ( M  2) • M ] W 2 [ M .  d ( M  2 ) + d ( M  2) • M]  
4[d(M s) • S +  S . d ( M ~ ) ] + M - d ( M  s) • M + M  2 >< M '  
3 M  >( S ~ - [M . d ( M  . d ( M  2) . M )  + d ( M  . d ( M  2) . M )  . M]  
2 [ M -  ( S > ( M  2) + ( S × M  ~) - M ] - -  I S .  M 2 + M  2- S] 
2 [M.  d(M~)" + d(M2) s . M ] - [M • ( M  >( M 2') + ( M  X M v)  • M]  
M Y( M s" - 2 S  X M s - d (M s) • M . d ( M  2) - M '  X M 2 >( M 2 
- M ,  S -  M -  221I X M 2)< M 2' -- 4S .  (5) 
In this equation, as in the preceding equations (3) and (4), those terms 
which are duals of each other are enclosed in brackets. 
5.2. Derivation of R~ . 
By a similar procedure the formula for the number  of redundant  six- 
step paths is found. The partitions of 6 are: 
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f l  : 150 fs : 051 
fs : 240 f4 : 042 
f~ : 330 f6 : 033 
f~ : 420 f8 : 024 
f9 : 123 flo : 321 
fl l  : 132 f12 : 231 
f13 : 141 fl~ : 222 
Since the greatest possible number of partitions tha t  are simultaneously 
consistent is 6, the formula for R~ is found from 
R8 = R ~  *) - R ~  ~ + R ~  ~) - R ~  ') + R ~  5) - R ~  '). 
Because of the length of this formula, it is presented in combined form only. 
R6 = [M • d ( M  5) + d ( M  5) • M] + [M ~ . d ( M  4) -{- d ( M  ~) • M s] 
+ [M a . d ( M  s) + d ( M  s) • M 3] + [M 4 . d ( M  s) + d ( M  2) • M 4] 
-}- [M-  d(M 2) • M s -b M s • d ( M  2) • M] + [M • d ( M  z) • M 2 
+ M 2 • d ( M  3) • M]  + M . d ( M ' )  • M + M 2 • d ( M  2) • M ~ 
-t- 2[M 2 • d ( M  2) + 4 ( M  ~) . M 2] -{- 4[M • S • d ( M  2) -I- d ( M  s) • S • M] 
- ~ 4 [ M -  d ( M  2) • S +  S . d ( M  2) • M] + [M • d ( M  . S . M )  
+ d ( M -  S . M )  • M]  W 2 M  . d ( M  s) . M - ~  4 [ M  . d ( S  . M 2) 
+ d ( M  2 • S )  • M]  -i- 4 [ M  • d ( M  2 • S )  + d ( S  . M s) • M] 
+ [ M .  (M" X M s)-{- ( M "  X M s) • M] + 3 [ M -  (M X S s) 
- t - ( M ×  S s)-  M ] - t - 3 M ×  I S .  (M' × M  2) - t - (M'  × M  2) • S] 
+ 3 M  X [S -  (M X M  2")-}- (M X M 2') • S] 
+ M  ~ ( M ' .  d ( M  s) . M ' ) - - } - 3 M  s )< S s + M  2 × M  ~' 
-~ 2M' X [M • (M X M s) + ( M  X M 2) • M]  + I S .  M • d ( M  s) 
-}- d ( M  ~) • M . S ] - { - 8 [ ( S  X M s) • d ( M  s) + d ( M  2) • ( S  >( M2)] 
-~ 4[(M X M s') • d ( M  2) -{-- d ( M  ~) . ( M  X M2")] W 4[S • d ( M  s) 
+ d ( M  "~) • S ] + 2 S  × ( M  . d ( M  ~) . M )  - [M s • S +  S . M s] 
- [M s .  S . M W M .  S . M  s ] -  [ i  2 .  ( M × M  ~') 
+ ( M  X M  s') • i ~ ] -  2 [ /~  • (S X M ~) + ( Z  X M  s) • M s] 
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- 2 [ M  2 • d (M2)  2 + d (M2)  2 • M 2] - [(M • d(M2) )  2 ~-  ( d ( M  2) • iT/) 2] 
- -  2 M  . d (M2)  2 .  M - -  [ M  . ( M  X M ~') -{- ( M  X M 3') • M ]  
- 2 [ / -  (M X i ~ × i 2 ' ) - t - ( i X  M 2 X M ~') • M] 
-- [ M .  (M' × M  ~ × i ~ ) - t - ( M '  × M  2 × U  ~) • M] 
-- 2 [ / .  (S  X i 3) + (S  X M 3) • i ] -  i .  (M X M ~') • M 
-- 2 M .  (S  X M 2) • M -  4 [ M .  S - I -  S .  M] 
- [M • d ( U  ~ • d ( U  ~) • M )  --~ d ( i  • d ( M  2) • i 2) • M ]  
- [ U . d ( M . d ( M  2) . M  ~ ) - - k d ( M  ~ . d ( u  ~) . M )  • M ]  
- -  [ i  . d ( i  . d ( M  ~) . M )  -k  d ( M  . d ( M  3) . M )  . i ]  
- i . d ( U  . d ( i  ~) . M )  . M - -  [ i  ~ . d ( M  . d ( M  2) . M )  
+ d ( M  . d ( M  ~) • M) • M 2 ] - 4 [ M .  ( d ( U  ~) × d ( M 3 ) )  
-[- ( d ( i  2) X d (M~))  • U ]  - -  [d(M 2) • i • d ( i  ~) 
+ d ( i  s) • i . d ( U 2 ) ]  - d ( i  r) • M 2 • d ( U  r) - 4 M  × [ M '  • S 
S "  M ' ]  - M X M "  - 2 M  X M 2 X M 3" - -  2 M  X M ~' X M 3 
- M r X M r × M 2' - -  2 M '  X M  r X M ~ -  8 S X  [ M "  S ' t - S ' M ]  
- 2 S ×  M ' -  1 2 S × M  2 -  8 S × M  r ' -  4S r. (6) 
6. I l l u s l r a l i o n s  
For  the sake of simplicity we consider a sociometric matr ix  M in which 
each of six persons chooses three other persons in this group:  
M = 
0 1 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
(Thus person 2 communicates  with persons 1, 4, and 5, etc.) For  this matrix,  
we find R3 ,R4 , and R5 . 
By  equation (3), R.~ = M • d ( M  2) -~ d ( M  2) • M - S .  The mat r ix  
























The matr ix P ,  of pure, i.e., non-redundant,  8-step paths, may  be obtained 
from the formula 
P .  = ( M "  - -  R . )  - d ( M "  - R . ) .  (7) 
In formula (7), M ° - -  R. is the matrix obtained by subtracting the matr ix 
of r e d u n d a n t  s-step paths from the matrix of al l  s-step paths. However the 
diagonal of M ' ,  although consisting entirely of redundant  paths from i to i, 
need not  be equal to the diagonal of R, ; for the consistency tables for parti-  
tions were developed for i to j paths with i ~ j .  Therefore, the term 
d ( M "  - -  R . )  is subtracted in order to  assure tha t  d ( P . )  will be zero. 
For  the special case s -- 3, we get 
P3 = ( M  3 - R3) - d ( M  3 - R3) .  
But  since R3 = M .  d ( M  2) -~ d ( M 2 )  • M - S ,  it follows at  once tha t  d(Ra)  = O. 
Hence P3 = M 3 - R3 - d ( M ~ ) ,  from which 
P3 -~-- 
0 2 2 2  2 1 
2 0 2 2 3  1 
6 2 0 6 3 0  
3 4 0 0 3 0  
1 2 2 2 0 1  
6 2 1  6 3 0  
We illustrate the (2, 5) ent ry  of P3 • The total i ty  of all paths from 2 to 5 is 
2-4-3-5,  2-1-4-5,  2-4-1-5,  2-1-2-5,  2-5-1-5,  2-5-2-5,  and 2-5-4-5.  Since 
there are seven of these paths, of which the last four are redundant,  the 
(2,5) entries of M ~ and R~ are 7 and 4, respectively. 
Using formula (4) and working out the details in a similar fashion as 
for the case s = 3 above, we get: 
R4 
19 12 5 18 17 0 
17 10 5 18 18 0 
11 14 1 10 16 2 
13 15 6 10 18 3 
17 13 5 18 19 0 
11 13 2 10 15 1 
• But  since M 4 = 
19 15 7 18 20 2 
18 16 7 18 20 2 
18 16 7 18 20 2 
17 17 6 18 20 3 
18 15 7 18 21 2 
18 16 6 18 20 3 
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3 2 0 3 2  
0 2 0 2 2  
2 0 8 4 0  
2 0 0 2 0  
2 2 0 0 2  
3 4 8 5 0  
Proceeding similarly for the case s = 5, we get from formulas (5) and (7), 
46 20 54 59 
48 20 54 60 
46 16 50 59 
45 21 56 60 
47 20 54 67 















0 2 0 0 2 2  
1 0 0 0 1 2  
3 1 0 4 2 0  
2 1 0 0 1 0  
1 1 0 0 0 2  
5 2 4 4 3 0  
Finally P8 = 0, since except for diagonal entries R8 = M ~ by the reason- 
ing of the last sentence of Section 2.1. On substituting this particular matrix 
M into formula (6), we obtained R~ . The matrix R6 thus obtained was 
identical with M 6 except on the main diagonal. This provided an empirical 
check of formula (6). 
7. Remarks  on the General Case 
Given any communication matrix M, any positive integer s, and enough 
time, one can find R, by  the following process: 
(a) write all the q = C(s,2) - 1 partitions of s: 
f l ,  f~, . . . , f ¢ ,  
(C) determine all the general paths corresponding to the consistent col- 
lections of partitions, 
(d) deduce the matrices of these general paths, and 
(e) substitute these matrices into formula (2): 
R .  = R ' / '  - R ?  + R~ 3' . . . .  + ( -1 )1÷°R ' ; ' .  
I t  would appear desirable to  have a recursion formula for R. , i.e., a 
relationship expressing R, in terms of those R,  for which t < s. Although 
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several part ial  results in this direction have been obtained,  some of which 
m a y  be fruitful, we shall not  include these a t t e m p t s  here. 
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